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Abstract 

The purposes of this research project on development health tourism route for old age 

pensioner in central region of Thailand. This research was quantitative and qualitative by action 

research procedure; plan act observe and reflection. According to the data collecting for this research, 

in-depth interview, participatory observation and questionnaires were used as a major tool. The 

study samplings consisted of the related 400 thai tourists and 400 foreign tourists. The research result 

were as the followings 16 health tourism routes. Health Tourism is not one time business. Satisfied 

customers are good Ambassadors as they share their experience with others. Health tourism 

Providers should maintain the best service quality also provide the best Health Care, Spa & Massage 

Centers and Competent Tour Operators in Health Tourism. Golden age tourists are coming from 

different nations having different cultures and expectations about the quality of service. They will be 

satisfied only if they received the best service quality from Health Tourism Providers. This research 

reveals that golden age tourists are expecting more from the skillful providers in Health Tourism. 

Therefore, strategies are framed to ensure best quality in this direction. In addition, Health Tourism 

Providers play remarkably the most important role as the Master key in Health Tourism industry to 

fulfill their wonderful experience, happiness and wellness. According to A Nouveau concept of 

Health Tourism in Central Thailand, you will undoubtedly see that you can have a treatment 

procedure, and a wonderful holiday at the same time, all at less cost that you would have paid for 

treatment procedure alone in the Overseas. Nevertheless guests are of view nowadays that Central 

Thailand offers value for money. There is no objection that guests seeking treatment procedure in 

Central Thailand get more for only a fraction of what it costs back home leaving them with extra 

money to spend on their favorite leisurely pursuits such as Sightseeing Highlights, Upcountry 

Excursions, Shopping and Beauty Treatment etc. Suggestion of this research was that should have 

establish of assembly,to cooperate between government and private individual, standard by 

government help to promote. 
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